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Reconstructing the Discontinuous and Conformational β1/β3-Loop Binding Site on hFSH/hCG by Using Highly Constrained Multicyclic Peptides


Making peptide-based molecules that mimic functional interaction sites on proteins remains a challenge in biomedical sciences. Here, we present a robust technology for the covalent assembly of highly constrained and discontinuous binding site mimics, the potential of which is exemplified for structurally complex binding sites on the “Cys-knot” proteins hFSH and hCG. Peptidic structures were assembled by Ar(CH₂Br)₂-promoted peptide cyclizations, combined with oxime ligation and disulfide formation. The technology allows unprotected side chain groups and is applicable to peptides of different lengths and nature. A tetracyclic FSH mimic was constructed, showing >600-fold improved binding compared to linear or monocyclic controls. Binding of a tricyclic hCG mimic to anti-hCG mAb 8G5 was identical to hCG itself (IC₅₀ = 260 vs. 470 µM), whereas this mimic displayed an IC₅₀ value of 149 nM for mAb 3468, an hCG-neutralizing antibody with undetectable binding to either linear or monocyclic controls.

Introduction

The majority of protein–protein interaction sites (PPIs) is discontinuous and/or conformational in nature,[1–4] where residues remote in the primary sequence latch onto each other and constitute a constrained binding site that is only functional when organized in the right manner. The ability to rebuild such binding sites with synthetic peptides is a major challenge in the field. When available, such mimics have great potential for antagonizing PPIs, or as immunogens for generating monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) against difficult-to-target protein targets (e.g., 7TM membrane receptors, ion channels, or β-barrel proteins). Alternatively, they could provide the basic constituent of a prophylactic or therapeutic vaccine formulation for the treatment of target-driven diseases.[5–12]

So far, most research in protein binding site mimicry has focused on maximizing the α-helical or β-turn content of a single peptide to improve its therapeutic potency.[13–16] Despite great achievements, this approach is often insufficient, and different strategies, such as the construction of discontinuous peptide mimics,[17] are desperately needed. Early work by Mutter introduced the TASP[18] and RAFT[19, 20] platforms for the assembly of multiple α-helix bundles. Also, other platforms (e.g., steroids,[21] calix[4]arenes,[22] and carbohydrates[23]) were developed for mounting two,[24] three,[25] or four[26,26] different peptide fragments onto a synthetic platform.

Notwithstanding synthetic elegance, most of these strategies involve overly complex (orthogonal) protection/deprotection strategies (use of Boc, Fmoc, Alloc, oNBS, Dde, etc.) that severely limit their general utility. Supramolecular scaffolds elegantly circumvent this problem[27] but lack practical utility because they are limited to the formation of fully symmetric assemblies. Quite recently, a novel rationally-designed coiled-coil α-helical protein scaffold named “alphabodies” for the mimicry of discontinuous epitopes was launched.[28] Here, we describe a novel synthetic methodology for the simple and straightforward assembly of tri- and tetracyclic peptide mimics of the discontinuous β1/β3-loop epitopes on human follicle-stimulating hormone (hFSH)[29] (Figure 1A, B) and human chorioic gonadotropin (hCG)[30] (Figure 1C, D), two members of the glycoprotein hormone family.[31] Both hFSH and hCG are heterodimers consisting of a hormone-aspecific α-subunit (identical for hFSH and hCG) and a hormone-specific β-subunit.[31] Key to the technology is that all chemical conversions (i.e., cyclization and ligation) proceed in aqueous solutions (>75% H₂O) and are fully compatible with side-chain-protected peptides, thus alleviating the need for tedious side-chain protection–deprotection strategies.[29] Moreover, the Ar(CH₂Br)₂-promoted peptide cyclization proceeds at a very low concentration (~100 µM) and under mild conditions (25 °C, pH 7.8, no catalyst) but still reaches completion in less than an hour. The technology is applicable to peptides in solution as well as on solid-phase, enabling it to be applied to surface-immobilized arrays of peptides. The resulting protein mimics are readily soluble in water and can be easily assayed by using standard biochemical analyses, like ELISA. We demonstrate the...
strongly enhanced binding properties towards a series of four neutralizing mAbs that apparently do recognize discontinuous epitopes on these proteins (mAbs 5828/6602 for FSH; [32] mAbs 4F9/8G5/3468 for hCG [33]), particularly when these mimics are compared to their linear or single-constrained variants. [34]

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of tri- and tetracyclic hFSH/hCG mimics I–V

The synthesis of tri- and tetracyclic hFSH and hCG mimics was achieved through a tandem “cyclization–ligation” reaction of linear peptides (derived from the β1/β3-loop region in hFSH or hCG), as shown in Figure 2A (for details, see Table S1 in the Supporting Information). Cyclization was performed with either scaffold oS2-NH₂ or oS2-CH=O. During this conversion, one of the terminal cysteines in the peptide reacts with one of the benzylic bromide functionalities of the scaffold to form the linear 1:1 “peptide-oS2” adduct, which instantaneously cyclizes through reaction of the remaining cysteine and benzylic bromide functionality to give the corresponding single-loop CLIPS peptide in very good to excellent yields (60–90%, Table S2). Removal of the acid-labile protecting groups (ONHBoc for oS2-NH₂, CH(OEt)₂ for oS2-CH=O) was achieved by TFA-treatment in MeCN/H₂O (for oS2-CH=O) or in CH₂Cl₂ (for oS2-NH₂). Coupling of the deprotected single-loop β1 and β3 mimics to give the corresponding discontinuous β1/β3 mimics was achieved with > 95% conversion (Tables S3 and S4) by using the aniline-catalyzed oxime ligation reaction as described by Dawson. [35]

The oxime ligation was the only reaction that could successfully be performed when using stoichiometric amounts of the reacting peptides and explicitly did not require one of these to be used in large excess. The ligation reaction proceeded smoothly and cleanly within 30 min at room temperature at the typical concentrations of 100–500 μM that are usually required for efficient manipulation of 2–5 kDa peptides. In this respect, many of the other ligation reactions (i.e., CLICK, thiol-ene) failed, as conversion to the bicycle peptides could only be achieved when using large excesses of one of the reactants. The final step in the construction of tricyclic FSH and hCG mimics I–IV was the formation of a disulfide bond between the β1 and β3 loops, which is also present in the parent proteins (C₁₇–C₆₆ in hFSH; C₂₃–C₇₂ in hCG). This was achieved by treatment with excess I₂ in MeOH to remove the Acm protecting groups at the cysteines, followed by treatment with excess 1,4-DTT to fully reduce the liberated thiol groups. Then, the peptides were reoxidized in air at high dilution (1 mg mL⁻¹) in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0) for three days at room temperature to ensure the clean and exclusive formation of intramolecular disulfide bonds in I (Table S5 and Figure S1). This finally gave rise to a set of four hFSH mimics (Ia–c, IIIa), four hCG mimics (IIa–b, IVa–b), and corresponding controls (I–V, Figure 2B, C; for details on synthesis, see the Supporting Information). Besides these, a variety of related β1/β3-loop mimics were fabricated by using the trifunctional scaffold 1,3,5-tribromomesitylene. However, none of these showed measurable binding activity to the mAbs investigated, which is likely attributed to suboptimal fixation of the peptide loops.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the folded β-subunit of hFSH (A) and hCG (D) and corresponding X-ray structures [29, 30] (B and C from PDB IDs: 1XWD and 1HRP, respectively). The native disulfide bridge linking the β1 and β3 loops is represented in orange. The amino acids that were substituted by cysteines for attachment of the synthetic scaffolds are indicated in green, purple, blue, brown, and turquoise.
We also synthesized tetracyclic mimic V (Figure 2B), in which an additional disulfide bond is present between the N and C termini of the b3 loop. This increased the structural rigidity of this loop and significantly improved its binding potential (vide infra). Design and synthesis of V largely parallels that of mimics I–IV, with the difference that the extra Cys(Acm) groups located at the termini of the b3 loop get removed together with the other Cys(Acm) groups during the oxidative deprotection step (vide supra). Upon reoxidation in folding buffer (Figure S1), the four liberated thiols simultaneously form two disulfide bonds in a fully selective manner, as judged by the appearance of a single peak in the UPLC/UV spectrum. Supposedly, the four thiols are highly pre-organized as to preferably form a disulfide bond with their nearest neighbor, as this will give rise to the thermodynamically most stable isomer.

As the increased hydrophobicity of the longer b1 loops (m > 12) in mimics I and II severely limited their water solubility, it was decided to introduce a Lys 6 chain (“SIP-tail”) at the C-terminal end of these peptides (mimics III and IV). As expected, this greatly improved the overall quality of the linear b1 peptides, as well as the ease of manipulation and the overall solubility of the b1/b3-loop constructs in water.

Binding analysis of tri- and tetracyclic FSH mimics I, III, and V to anti-hFSH mAbs 5828 and 6602 by ELISA

In order to verify the potential of tricycle mimic I to act as real mimics of the structurally complex b1/b3-loop epitope on hFSH and hCG, we studied their binding strength to two anti-hFSH monoclonal antibodies, that is, mAb 5828 and 6602, by ELISA. These mAbs displayed the strongest FSH-neutralizing activity from a panel of ~40 different mAbs and were previously mapped to bind to the discontinuous b1/b3-loop epitope. [32] hFSH mimic Ia and controls 1–7, together with the hFSH protein itself, were surface-immobilized and subsequently tested for mAb binding over a wide concentration range (5000–0.1 ng mL⁻¹) in the presence of diluted horse serum (5 %) and ovalbumine (4 %) as blocking reagents, the results of which are given in Figure 3.

Both mAbs 5828 and 6602 bound strongly to tricyclic mimic Ia, with EC50 values comparable to those for the hFSH protein itself (54 and 48 ng mL⁻¹ for Ia, and 14 and 29 ng mL⁻¹ for hFSH). The orientation of the oxime linkage was found to be irrelevant for mAb binding, as both mimic Ia (normal oxime) and control 1 (reversed oxime) bound equally well to both mAbs (EC50 = 54/59 and 48/98 ng mL⁻¹, respectively). However, presence of the native S–S bond at C17–C66, connecting the b1
and β3 loops in hFSH, was highly relevant, as binding of bicyclic control 2 was approximately ten times lower (EC₅₀ = 699 and 494 ng mL⁻¹ for both mAbs). Additional release of constraints, as for controls 3–7, further reduced mAb binding. For example, control 3, which lacks the oxime linkage but has an intact S–S bond at C₁₇–C₆₆, showed severely weakened binding (EC₅₀ = 3810 and 1341 ng mL⁻¹ for both mAbs). Furthermore, control 4, which lacks both the oxime linkage and the CH₂-Ar-CH₂ constraints, while having an intact S–S bond at C₁₇–C₆₆, showed no binding at all (EC₅₀ > 10000 ng mL⁻¹ for both mAbs). Binding of the monocyclic controls 5 and 7 was undetectable for mAb 5828, even at the highest possible concentration (5 μg mL⁻¹), whereas only weak binding to the β3 loop of 5 was observed for mAb 6602 (EC₅₀ = 1423 ng mL⁻¹).

Binding of mAbs 5828 and 6602 to tri- and tetracyclic hFSH mimics I, III, and V was then investigated in solution by using a competition ELISA setup. In such an experiment, the ability of the mimics (and controls) to block binding of the mAbs to surface-immobilized hFSH mimic Ia was tested at various concentrations, with hFSH as a reference compound (Figure 4). Inhibition of mAb binding was clearly observed for all three tricyclic mimics (Ia–c), with IC₅₀ values in the ~10-90 μM range (Figure 4), whereas hFSH itself competed at much lower concentrations (IC₅₀ = 0.17 and 0.27 nm). In contrast, the single-β3-loop controls (5 and 6) did not show measurable inhibition below a concentration of 100 μM. The tricyclic mimic Ic, with elongated β1 and β3 loops (m = 12, n = 24; IC₅₀ = 13.8 and 9.5 μM) was clearly more active than mimic Ia, which has much higher binding affinity.
shorter loops \( (m = 8, n = 18, \text{IC}_{50} = 82.4 \text{ and } 29.3 \mu M) \). We also observed that introduction of the solubility-inducing SIP-tail (Lys6 sequence) in tricyclic mimic Ic (which gives mimic IIIa) significantly lowered the concentration at which mAb binding to the ELISA surface was inhibited \( (\text{IC}_{50} = 169 \text{ and } 279 \text{ nM} \text{ for both } \text{mAbs}) \). Interestingly, the tetracyclic mimic Va, having an extra S/C0S constraint at the bottom of the \( \beta_3 \) loop (see Figure 2B), showed a substantial enhancement in inhibitory activity for both mAbs \( (\text{IC}_{50} = 430 \text{ and } 857 \text{ nM}) \), which is equivalent to a ten- to 30-fold increase in comparison to the triple-constrained FSH mimic Ic. The extra covalent S/C0S linkage was intended to better support the \( \beta_1 \)-hairpin structure of the \( \beta_3 \) loop in Va, thus preorganizing the overall shape for improved binding to the mAbs.

**Binding analysis of tricyclic hCG mimics II and IV to anti-hCG mAbs 4F9, 8G5, and 3468**

Next, we determined binding of the tricyclic hCG mimics II and IV (and controls) to a panel of three different anti-hCG mAbs by ELISA. Of these, mAb 3468 was characterized by X-ray crystallography (PDB ID: 1QFW) to bind to a highly conformational and discontinuous binding site located at the top of the \( \beta3 \) loop of hCG, with clear involvement of the \( \beta1 \) loop by means of the side chain of Lys20 (Figure 5). Moreover, the \( \beta1 \) loop seems to provide structural support for the \( \beta3 \) loop by means of multiple interactions between the hydrophobic side chains of Leu16, Val18, Ile27, Val29, and Thr31, represented as orange residues in Figure 5. We determined that a maximum of 4–5 hCG\( \beta \) residues (Lys20, Phe64, Arg74, Val79, Ser81) make direct contact with mAb 3468, whereas at least eight to ten residues are involved in structuring the loops for binding.
It is therefore likely that the presence of the β1-loop sequence, when long enough, will significantly strengthen binding of a single β3 loop to mAb 3468. For mAbs 4F9 and 8G5, previous binding experiments with linear β3-loop peptides in ELISA provided clear evidence for a β3-loop epitope, but information other than that was not available. We observed that all three mAbs showed strong binding to tricyclic hCG mimic IVa by ELISA (Figure 3), virtually identical to that of hCG (less than twofold difference).

The profiles for mAbs 4F9 and 8G5 were very similar, with equally strong binding for hCG and mono-, bi-, and tricyclic mimics (<3.5-fold difference), and presumably little to no involvement of the β1 loop. In contrast, mAb 3468 showed no detectable binding to monocyclic β3-loop controls (Figure 3). Incorporation of the β1 loop and S–S bond, as in IVa, considerably enhanced mAb binding (EC50 = 1296 and 1790 ng mL\(^{-1}\)) for mAb 3468.

The ability of hCG mimics II or IV (and controls) to block the binding of mAbs 8G5 and 3468 to surface-immobilized hCG was then determined in a competition ELISA experiment (Figure 4). Again, most of the mimics showed much weaker binding in solution than when immobilized to the ELISA surface, similar to what was observed for the hFSH mimics. For example, mAb 8G5 showed an 8800-fold lower binding activity to tricyclic mimic IIa in solution than to hCG (IC50 = 4146 vs. 0.47 nm for hCG), whereas the same mAb bound with almost equal strength to surface-immobilized IIa and hCG in ELISA (EC50 = 130 vs. 45 ng mL\(^{-1}\), respectively). Much to our surprise, mimic binding of mAb 8G5 in solution was strongly improved when elongating the sequence of both the β1- and β3 loops. In fact, by extending the β1 loop of mimic IIa by four amino acids (from octa- to 12-mer) the binding of mAb 8G5 improved by a factor of ~33 (IC50 value of 4146 nm for IIa and 124 nm for IIb). Binding of 8G5 was even further improved (475-fold) upon additional extension of both the β3 loop (from 18- to 22-mer) and the β1 loop (from 12- to 20-mer), with an IC50 value of 0.26 nm for mimic IVb, fully identical to that of hCG itself (IC50 = 0.47 nm). In order to rule out the possibility that the solubility-improving Lys6 tail in IVb was responsible for the observed activity improvements, the same tail was introduced into mimic IIa (resulting in mimic IVa) and did not change the binding activity to mAb 8G5 (IC50 = 3.2 and 4.1 μm for mimics IIa and IVa, respectively).

Evaluation of mAb 3468 binding to tricyclic mimics II and IV in solution clearly revealed this to be the most challenging of all mAbs investigated. Binding of this mAb to tricyclic mimic IVa was completely undetectable below 10 μm in solution, whereas binding of mAb 3468 to mimic IVa when immobilized to the ELISA surface was basically identical to that of hCG (EC50 = 78 vs. 51 ng mL\(^{-1}\) for mimic IVa and hCG, respectively). For mAb 3468, we also observed that elongation of both the β1 and β3 loop (from 18- to 22-mer for β1 loop and from 12- to 20-mer for β3 loop), as in mimic IVb, was sufficient to improve the binding of this mAb by at least 67-fold, to IC50 = 149 nm, which is only about 100 times lower than for hCG itself.

### Binding analysis of tricyclic hFSH and hCG mimics I and II by using arrays of overlapping peptides

Subsequently, we investigated the contribution of the β1 loop to mAb binding in mimics I and II to the single amino acid level by using Pepsan peptide arrays. The mimics were immobilized on the array surface via the C-terminal end of their β1 loops and then assembled in a stepwise manner by using identical procedures to those in solution. First, we synthesized overlapping libraries of peptides of varying lengths (Ac-C(X)C–linker–surface; n = 6, 8, 10, 12) that were all derived from the β1-loop domain of hFSH (residues 8–27). Subsequently, each peptide in the library was cyclized by using scaffold oS2-NH2 and then oxime ligated to the cyclic β3 loop (G1TVRPGC-(Acm)AHHDASLYTC1) that was cyclized by using the complementary scaffold oS2-CH=O. Finally, the β1 and β3 loops were S–S-bonded by oxidative deprotection of the Acm protecting groups on the native cysteines (Cys17/Cys66) (total of 28 tricyclic mimics I and 60 bicyclic controls 2). For comparison, the same library without the native S–S bond was also synthesized. Binding of mAb 6602 and 5828 to the tricyclic mimics (type I) was greatly improved as compared to the corresponding single β1- and β3-loop control sequences (OD405nm ~2.0 vs. <0.1 A.U. at 100 ng mL\(^{-1}\), see Figures 6A and S3 for the complete scan). mAb binding was not observed for all mimics in the library but only for those covering the top of the β1 loop (i.e., including the sequence IEKKEЕ\(^2\)). Binding was twice as strong for tricyclic mimics I as for the bicyclic controls 2 without the native S–S bond, but equal to binding of tricyclic controls with a reversed oxime linkage (controls 1). We also established that mAb binding was clearly correlated to the native sequence of the β1 loop, as binding of two scrambled variants of the β1-loop sequence showed strongly reduced binding (four- and sevenfold decrease for mAbs 5828 and 6602, respectively).

Next, a complete amino acid replacement analysis of the β1 loop for the strongest binding mimic I (CoS2TVRPGC(CoS2-CH=N-O-oS2-[CoS2IEKEECSSRFAICoS2]; Figure 6B) was carried out. It revealed the essential role of only a single β1-loop residue, that is, Lys14, for both mAbs 6602 and 5828 binding (Figure 6B, C).

Previously, a similar replacement study for the β3 loop revealed the essential role of residues Arg61, Gly65, Asp72, and Leu74 for binding, which are all in the same subdomain as Lys14 in the folded structure of FSH. For mAb 6602 by using any other amino acid, including arginine, inhibited binding almost completely (green squares in Figure 6C). The fact that the basic amino acid arginine also cannot replace Lys14 well and Lys14 is the only essential amino acid; the flanking Lys14 also seem to be involved in the binding of mAb 6602 and 5828 binding (Figure 6B, C).

For mAb 6602, Lys14 is the only essential amino acid; the effect of replacement for the other residues is non-systematic.
ties observed in CH$_2$-Ar-CH$_2$ cyclizations and oxime ligation.

Peptides of very different nature and provide end products of loop sequence (Ac-CoS$_2$IEKEECSSRFAICoS$_2$-NH$_2$ and Ac-CoS$_2$VEKEGCSSPVSICoS$_2$-NH$_2$, respectively) for binding of mAbs 5828, 6602 (hFSH), and 3468 (hCG). Red, Phe, or Ile influence the binding in a negative manner (also observed for mAbs 5828 and 6602).

Conclusion

We applied our recently developed methodology for cyclization and subsequent ligation of different peptide domains \cite{41} to the manufacturing of a large series of discontinuous [β1/β3-loop epitope mimics of hFSHβ and hCGβ. These mimics are monodisperse compounds, some of which exhibit decent functional activities, thanks to 1) very good solubilities in aqueous buffers (even at high concentration) that makes these usable in standard biochemical assays, like ELISA; 2) the synthesis of C$_{\alpha}$-symmetric scaffolds that form only a single product upon coupling of intrinsically asymmetric peptides, thereby preventing the formation of complex diasteromeric product mixtures; and 3) setting up reliable and compatible chemistries for cyclization, conjugation, and S–S oxidation that are applicable to peptides of very different nature and provide end products of good quality and purity. The very high reactivities and selectivities observed in CH$_2$-Ar-CH$_2$ cyclizations and oxime ligation (<1.0 mM in aqueous buffers at room temperature, no side-chain-protecting groups) are unique and indispensable for manufacturing these structurally complex protein mimics.

Moreover, the Acm deprotection method with I$_2$ was universally applicable, \cite{42} and worked far better than any of the literature procedures involving heavy metals (Ag$^+$, Tl$^+$, or Hg$^{2+}$).

We observed strong binding of anti-hFSHβ and anti-hCGβ mAbs to tri- and tetracyclic mimics (I–IV), in some cases even with comparable strength to the native proteins. The joint force of three different chemical constraints—that is, CH$_2$-Ar-Ch$_2$, oxime linkage, and (native) S–S bond(s)—was found to be crucial for binding, as linear discontinuous controls like 4, or monocyclic controls like 5 and 6, showed far lower activities. Apparently, the mere presence of primary protein sequences in the form of flexible S–S-linked peptides imic 4) is insufficient for mAb binding, and physical constraints that pre-organize the binding functionalities in the correct 3D orientation are required.

The remarkably strong difference in surface (ELISA) and solution (competition) mAb binding is striking and shows that interpreting surface data as being representative for binding in solution leads to the wrong conclusions. The strongest difference was observed for the mimics with the shortest [β1 loops (m = 8; Ia/IIa/IVa), which are almost inactive in solution while being the strongest binders at the surface. It seems like the ELISA surface supports the scaffolds in their role to structure the peptide constructs for binding. We observed for three of four mAbs that the lysine at the top of the [β1 loop (Lys14 for FSHβ; Lys20 for hCGβ) was crucial to binding (Figure 6), but its presence was insufficient to make mimics Ia/IIa/IVa strong binders in solution. In fact, we learned that the lower residues at the [β1 and [β3 loops also play a crucial role in binding, even though they are unlikely to directly contact the antibodies.

For example, the IC$_{50}$ value for mAb 8G5 was improved from 4146 to 124 nM (factor of ~33) by elongating the [β1 loop only with four residues (from octa- to 12-mers). The biggest difference in binding (~16 000) of mAb 8G5 was seen for mimics Ila (4146 nM), and IVb (26.2 nM), which differ only in the length of the [β3 (18- vs. 22-mer) and [β1 loops (12- vs. 20-mer). The most

Figure 6. A) OD$_{405}$ for binding of tricyclic mimics I, covalently attached to the surface via octamer [β1-loop peptides to mAb 5828 (●) and 6602 (●). Results for other [β1-loop lengths are given in the Supporting Information). B) Box-plot representation of residue relevance of hFSH and hCG [β1-loop sequence (Ac-CoS$_2$IEKEELRFAICoS$_2$-NH$_2$ and Ac-CoS$_2$VEKEGCSSPVSICoS$_2$-NH$_2$, respectively) for binding of mAbs 5828, 6602 (hFSH), and 3468 (hCG). Red, yellow, and black bars indicate, respectively, the average, SEM, and 95% confidence intervals for mAb binding levels of the native peptide mimic. C) Heat map representation of the replacement analysis data; green indicates a decrease in mAb binding, red indicates an increase in mAb binding, and black indicates no change in binding.
likely explanation is that the lower residues in mimic IVb constitute a hydrophobic folding domain that fixes the β3 and β1 loops in the correct orientation for optimal mAb binding (see Figure 5). When absent, as in IIa, the loops are too disordered and flexible for binding of mAb 8GS.

mAb 3468 showed a similar behavior, but with a much smaller difference (~ 70-fold) in binding for IIa/b (> 10^5 nM) and IVb (149 nM). The X-ray structure also reveals that the lower β3-loop residue Phe64 (only present in IVb, not in IIb) makes an additional contact with hCG, but this positive interaction will again depend on properly oriented β3 and β1 loops (Figure 5). Finally, the ~200-fold improvement for binding of tetracyclic mimic V as compared to tricyclic equivalent IVc further supports the importance of the effect of structural fixation to binding. The final ~100-fold difference between binding of the proteins and the best mimics could relate to yet suboptimal structural organization in the mimics but also to atomic contacts of the mAbs to the glycosylated sites at the bottom of the β1 loops (e.g., Asn24/Asn42 in hCG) that are not present in the mimics.

Our findings on the improved bioactivities of tri- and tetracyclic hFSH and hCG mimics correspond well to those of other laboratories, describing bicyclic peptide binders with strongly improved activities as compared to linear and monocyclic controls.

Experimental Section

General procedure for Ar(CH₂Br)₃-promoted peptide cyclization reactions. Dithiol-containing peptide (1equiv) was dissolved in MeCN/H₂O (1:3) to a final solution of 0.5 mM. The scaffold (αs2-ONH₂/αs2-CHO, 1.25 equiv) was added, followed by addition of 40 equiv Na₂CO₃ to a final pH of 8. The reaction mixture was stirred for 30 min, quenched with 1% TFA until pH 3, and stirred for another 1 h. In the case of scaffold αs2-NH₂, after solvent evaporation in vacuo, the residue was dissolved in TFA/CH₃CN (1:1) and stirred for 1 h. Direct preparative HPLC purification, followed by freeze-drying, resulted in the final products.

Procedure for oxime ligation. Peptides were dissolved 1:1 in a 100 mM citric acid (21.0 mg mL⁻¹)/aniline (9 µL mL⁻¹) buffer to obtain a final solution of 1 mM. The reaction was stirred for 15 min and directly purified by preparative HPLC, followed by freeze-drying.

Procedure for Acm removal and disulfide bond formation. Cys(Acm)-containing compound was dissolved in guanidine-HCl (8 M) to obtain a final solution of 10 mM. Iodine (15 equiv, 34 mg mL⁻¹) in MeOH was added, which resulted in a dark red solution. The reaction was stirred for a maximum of 15 min at room temperature, followed by the addition of a 1,4-DTT solution (1 M) until the reaction mixture turned colorless. Then, a similar amount of 1,4-DTT was added again. This was followed by the addition of a 200 mM sodium carbonate solution to bring the pH to > 7. The reaction was stirred for another 1 h and then purified by reversed-phase HPLC to obtain the Acm-deprotected peptide in fully reduced form. Standard oxidation was performed by dissolving a fully reduced compound at 1 mg mL⁻¹ in Tris buffer (55 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 150 mM NaCl). The mixture was left at room temperature for a maximum of 3 days. The peak area of absorbance at 215 nm was used to quantify the product formation. When finished, a solution of 10% TFA was added to quench further oxidation.

Peptide array construct synthesis and affinity studies. Preparation of peptide–peptide arrays on polypropylene support was performed by using standard Fmoc chemistry. After side-chain deprotection by using TFA and scavengers, the peptide arrays were washed with an excess of Milli-Q water for 5–10 min and treated with a solution of scaffold (αs2-ONH₂ or αs2-CHO, 0.5 mM) in a mixture of MeCN/NH₄HCO₃ (1:3, 20 mM, pH 7.8) to afford the corresponding CLIPS-peptides. Oxime ligation was performed in 30 min by addition of a 1 mM solution of FSH β1 loop 7 or FSH β3 loop 5 in aniline/citric acid buffer (100 mM). The cards were washed again with an excess of Milli-Q water for 5–10 min and treated with a solution of iodine in MeOH (3.4 mg mL⁻¹) for 30 min, followed by washing with 1,4-DTT (1 M). Finally, the peptide arrays were washed with excess MeCN/H₂O (1:1) for 3–10 min and sonicated in disrupting buffer (1% SDS/0.1% BME in PBS, pH 7.2) at 70 °C for 30 min, followed by sonication in Milli-Q water for another 45 min.

Oxidation was performed prior to antibody binding studies by storing the cards in 0.1% NH₄HCO₃ buffer (pH 8.0) in open air for 1–2 days. Subsequent affinity studies were performed by pre-treatment with PBS for 30 min, followed by pre-coating with incubation buffer (PBS containing 5% ovalbumin, 5% horse serum, and 1% Tween-80) for 1 h. Then, the peptide arrays were incubated with mAbs 5828 or 6602 (diluted in incubation buffer to 1 mg mL⁻¹, 10 mg mL⁻¹, 100 mg mL⁻¹, or 1 µg mL⁻¹ solutions) for 1 h at 37 °C. After washing (3 × 10 min) with PBS/Tween-80 (0.05%), the peptides were incubated with peroxidase-labeled rabbit anti-mouse antibody for 1 h at 25 °C (1/1000; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) and, after washing (3 × 10 min) with PBS/Tween-80 (0.05%), were subsequently incubated with the peroxidase substrate 2,2'-azino-di-3-ethylbenzthiazoline sulfonate (ABTS; 50 mg in 100 mL of 0.1 M citric acid/sodium phosphate buffer, pH 4.0, containing 20 µL 30% H₂O₂). After 1 h, the absorbance at 405 nm was measured by using a CCD camera (XC-77RR, Sony, Japan). Bound mAb was removed by sonication in disrupting buffer as described above. Oxidation was repeated to enable reuse of the peptide arrays.

Binding ELISA studies. Polystyrene 96-well plates (Greiner, Germany) were treated with 100 µL per well of 0.2% glutaric dialdehyde in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 5) for 4 h at room temperature with shaking, followed by washing (3 × 10 min) with phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 8). Then, the wells were coated with 100 µL per well of a 1 µg mL⁻¹ solution of hFSH/hCG or a 10 µg mL⁻¹ solution of peptide mimic in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 8) overnight at 37 °C. After washing with 1% Tween-80 (3x) and stabilizing in horse serum (4% in PBS/1% Tween-80/3% NaCl) for 30 min, the plates were incubated with antibody (6602/5828/3468/8G5) at various dilutions, starting with a standard antibody dilution of 3 µg mL⁻¹ in the first well and threefold dilution steps in subsequent wells. Incubation was performed for 1 h at 37 °C, followed by washing with 1% Tween-80 (3x). Then, the plates were incubated with 100 µL per well of peroxidase-labeled rabbit-anti-rat/sheep serum (1/1000 dilution in 4% horse serum, see above) for 1 h at 25 °C, followed by washing with 1% Tween-80 (4x). Finally, the plates were incubated with a 0.5 µg mL⁻¹ solution of ABTS (2,2'-azinodiethylbenzthiazoline sulfonate) containing 0.006% H₂O₂ in citric acid/phosphate buffer (0.1 M each, pH 4). OD₄₅₀ values were measured after standing for 45 min at room temperature in the dark. Anti-hFSH monoclonal antibodies were included in the analysis as positive controls.
Competition ELISA studies. The procedure was identical to that described for protein and peptide binding in ELISA (see above), with the only difference being that after coating with a 1 μg/mL\(^{-1}\) solution of hFSH/hCG or 10 μg/mL\(^{-1}\) solution of FSH-1a, pre-incubation of antibody in the presence of hFSH/hCG/peptide mimic was carried out in a separate pre-incubation plate (1/3 dilution per step) for 30 min at 37°C, followed by incubation for 1 h at 37°C. The required mAb dilutions yielding an OD\(_{405}\) between 1.0 and 1.5 in binding ELISA were found to give optimal results as starting dilutions in the competition experiments.
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